
Guidance Flowchart on requirements of DBS and barred list checks 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you aged 16 or over? No You are not currently 

eligible for a DBS check 

Yes 

Do you carry out any form of health care provided by, or under the 

direction or supervision of a regulated health care professional OR any 

form of personal care (even if the activity is only carried out once)? 

No 
Yes 

Do you work with children in any of the 
following regulated activities? 

 Coaching/instructing 

 Training 

 Teaching 

 Supervising 

 Caring 

 Transport of children 

 Providing advice 
OR 
Do you supervise an adult working with 
children in any of the above regulated 
activities? 

You require a DBS enhanced disclosure and Barred list check.  

You cannot carry out this role until a satisfactory DBS check has 

been completed. Do you operate in a 
specified place? 

 School 

 Academy 

 Children Centre 

No 

Do you work with children in a role 

which involves regularly caring, 

training, supervising or being in sole 

charge of children? 

Regularly is defined by BABA as once a 

month or engaged in activity at least 6 

times in a period of 3 months 

Yes 

You require a DBS 

enhanced disclosure 

check.  You cannot 

carry out this role 

unsupervised until a 

satisfactory DBS check 

has been completed. 

You are not 

currently eligible 

for a DBS check.  

If your role 

changes, make 

sure you 

recheck yourself 

on this chart 

Do you operate in the role or 
specified place: 

 Frequently (once a week 
or more often)? 

 Intensively (on 4 or more 
days in 30 day period)? 

 Overnight (between 2am 
and 6am)? 

Will you be supervised at all times during 
this role? 
(Unsupervised is defined as being out of 
sight or hearing of someone who has a 
DBS enhanced disclosure and barred list 
check) 

 

(uns 

You require a DBS 

enhanced disclosure 

and barred list check. 

You cannot carry out 

this role unsupervised 

until a satisfactory 

DBS check has been 

completed 

You are not 

currently eligible 

for a DBS check.  If 

your role changes, 

make sure you re-

check yourself on 

this chart 

Do you work with children in a 

role which involves regularly 

caring, training, supervising, or 

being in sole charge of 

children? 

(Within BABA, regularly is 

defined as once a month or 

engaged in activity at least 6  

times in a period of 3 months) 

You require a DBS 

enhanced 

disclosure check.  

You cannot carry 

out this role 

unsupervised until a 

satisfactory DBS 

check has been 

completed. 

 

You are not 

currently eligible 

for a DBS check.  

If your role 

changes, make 

sure you re-check 
yourself on this 

chart 

 

Yes 

Yes No 

No 

Yes No 

Yes 

No Yes 

No 


